Storage.
Matched to your mission.
Lock down your chain of demand.

If your unit's equipment and supplies aren't ready or secure, neither is your unit. Or your base. That's why ready, secure storage is your first step in supporting your troops and their missions.

You fight a war on space every day.

The more warfighters you deploy, the more space you need for equipment and records. The more weapons you issue, the more secure storage you require. And the more equipment you have in theater, the more space you must set aside for reset initiatives.

Your existing storage space must be organized and used effectively and intelligently, or your ability to deploy warfighters and their gear efficiently is jeopardized. That storage space must be versatile, too, because your equipment is constantly changing.

Spacesaver is the world-class leader in providing innovative storage solutions that help the military better manage time, space and security. We offer proven, military-certified systems for storing weapons and optics, along with storage solutions for every area or facility on your entire base.

Storage that's ready. Storage that's secure.
Spacesaver delivers storage solutions that keep you ready and secure throughout your logistics and supply chain.

In readiness centers, Spacesaver units efficiently house supplies, equipment, rations, personal gear – anything your unit needs for rapid deployment at a moment’s notice, all organized down to the last detail.

Rescue and life-support equipment can be warehoused and organized in the order it will be loaded onto aircraft. And from medical records, to bulk food products, to uniforms and clothing, Spacesaver helps you store a diverse range of equipment and supplies with complete security.

In your maintenance areas, tools, parts, bench stock, equipment and manuals can be kept close at hand to help increase efficiency in repairing, rebuilding and upgrading vehicles, equipment and facilities.
4-Post Stationary Shelving Systems
Designed for durability, efficient space utilization and lasting service, Spacesaver 4-Post Shelving Systems provide generous storage space for fully packed mobility bags or PA/50 gear, with easy, unobstructed access.

Lockers
With their ample compartments and large openings, lockers provide generous storage space for fully packed mobility bags or PA/50 gear, with easy, unobstructed access.

Today, the time between “Saddle up!” and “Move out!” can be just moments. That’s why we offer you storage solutions that will assure your gear is good to go.

With Spacesaver, mobility is in the bag. Our selection of storage systems lets you keep your full range of essential mobility gear always ready for immediate deployment. Personal mobility bags, cold-weather packs, warm-weather packs, chemical packs, bulk bags and other essential gear can all be kept in one convenient, central mobility area for quick distribution when duty calls.

Each of our mobility storage solutions provides efficient, ready organization. Quick, easy personal access. And a high level of security and control to meet your specific needs.
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High-Density Mobile Storage Systems
Doubling the storage capacity of your original space, our High-Density Mobile Storage Systems keep personal packs and mobility bags organized, accessible and protected with optional security systems.
From pharmacy to surgery, from sterile supplies to patient records, each department in your military hospital or clinic has unique storage needs. With new developments in healthcare delivery come more instruments, supplies, medications and records to store.

With Spacesaver Point-of-Need™ healthcare storage systems, everything’s right on hand. Conveniently at your fingertips. Giving you quick, easy access to medical files, supplies and materials right at your point of need.

Our flexible healthcare storage options help you make the most out of limited space in medical records and supply storage areas increasingly squeezed by other functions. They combine easy, organized access with improved security. And let you easily adapt and update your storage as your needs change.

Save steps and time. Deliver healthcare more quickly and efficiently. Spend more time caring for patients. Match storage to each department’s needs and space. Optimize your space — and maximize your productivity.

Medical Core.

Records Management Solutions
Consolidate medical records and sensitive documents in central, supervised areas close to the point of need. Controlled access allows you to increase accountability and better manage your files.

FrameWRX™ Storage Systems
The most adaptable healthcare storage system available, our highly modular, fully flexible FrameWRX™ Storage System is perfect for providing highly customizable storage in any area of your military hospital or clinic.

In-Room Patient Storage System
Restock medical supplies in the hallway, then conveniently access them inside the room when needed for the patient. Our In-Room Patient Storage System can help reduce the number of in-room intrusions and interruptions, which can increase the potential spread of germs and the transfer of hospital-acquired infections.
For military police, security forces, firearm training facilities, and unit and battalion armories, storing weapons and other critical gear in one central location helps guarantee its security. Lets you issue items quickly and efficiently. And helps streamline equipment inventories.

Weapons, ammunition, optics, radios, even high-security items can all be stored safely and conveniently in Spacesaver systems that help ensure the highest level of storage security.

Take our Spacesaver UWR ™ storage system, the premier weapons storage system available today. The UWR ™ storage system meets all military requirements for performance, security and procurement. It offers flexible configurations. Sturdy, reliable construction. And a versatility and efficiency that ensure operational readiness under any circumstance.

Security. Space efficiency. Readiness. Visibility. All critical concerns when storing weapons and other high-security items. And all the more reason to store them in Spacesaver systems.

Versatile, Compact Storage for Every Weapon
The most flexible, space-efficient weapons security storage system available, the Spacesaver UWR ™ storage system maximizes armory storage space within a compact footprint. Adjustable racks accommodate weapons of various lengths and types, and perforated doors and sides simplify weapons inventory assessments, while keeping weapons and optics stored and highly secure.
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You can rely on Spacesaver systems to keep your stored items ready and secure in every way.

**Secure**

The multi-user programmable aisle features allow more than one person to use the system at the same time.

Our building interface module can tie in with your fire alarm and sprinkler systems to help minimize loss in the event of a fire, and also link to your facility’s security system.

Anti-tip devices promote the stability of your system and the security of your stored items regardless of their weight, and help keep users and materials safe during seismic events.

**Ready**

With twice the capacity of conventional storage, Spacesaver High-Density Mobile Storage Systems improve the organization of your stored gear and equipment.

Improved access efficiency helps speed the retrieval of stored items when every second counts during rapid deployments.

Easy reconfiguration lets you quickly repurpose your systems when your storage needs and mission change.
The storage needs of a military base rival those of a city in their volume and variety. So it’s no surprise the Department of Defense routinely relies on Spacesaver to address your most daunting storage challenges.

We’ve long partnered with the military on a high-priority mission: developing and delivering innovative solutions for your ever-changing storage needs.

We commit substantial engineering resources solely to the military market. We effectively profile individual military installations to best identify and address their unique storage needs. Your local Spacesaver military specialists are well versed in critical military issues such as readiness, deployment and inventory regulations.

The result: New products, tailored solutions and flexible applications developed exclusively for the military, ranging from weapons storage to record-keeping to mobility-bag storage systems.

As all military branches strive to forge a more transformable fighting force, Spacesaver stands ready to deliver storage solutions that combine maximum security with operational readiness – for any deployment scenario.